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Abstract
We present a method that simultaneously addresses the
tasks of dynamic scene novel-view synthesis and six degree-
of-freedom (6-DOF) tracking of all dense scene elements.
We follow an analysis-by-synthesis framework, inspired by
recent work that models scenes as a collection of 3D Gaus-
sians which are optimized to reconstruct input images via
differentiable rendering. To model dynamic scenes, we al-
low Gaussians to move and rotate over time while enforcing
that they have persistent color, opacity, and size. By regu-
larizing Gaussians’ motion and rotation with local-rigidity
constraints, we show that our Dynamic 3D Gaussians cor-
rectly model the same area of physical space over time, in-
cluding the rotation of that space. Dense 6-DOF tracking
and dynamic reconstruction emerges naturally from persis-
tent dynamic view synthesis, without requiring any corre-
spondence or flow as input. We demonstrate a large num-
ber of downstream applications enabled by our representa-
tion, including first-person view synthesis, dynamic compo-
sitional scene synthesis, and 4D video editing.

1. Introduction
Persistent dynamic 3D world modeling would be transfor-
mative for both discriminative and generative artificial in-
telligence. On the discriminative side, this would enable a
metric-space reconstruction of every part of the scene over
time. Modeling where everything currently is, where it
has been, and where it is moving, is crucial for many ap-
plications including robotics, augmented reality and self-
driving. In generative AI, such models could enable new
forms of content creation such as easily controllable and ed-
itable high resolution dynamic 3D assets for use in movies,
video games or the meta-verse. Many such applications re-
quire scalable approaches that can be run on high-resolution
imagery in real-time. Thus far, no approach has been
able to produce photo-realistic reconstructions of arbitrary
dynamic scenes with highly-accurate tracks and visually-
appealing novel-views, all while being able to be trained
quickly and rendered in real-time.
In this paper we present such an approach by simultane-
ously tackling the discriminative tasks of dynamic 3D scene
reconstruction and dense non-rigid long-term 6-DOF scene-
tracking, while addressing the generative task of dynamic
novel-view synthesis. We formulate both of these tasks in
an analysis-by-synthesis framework, i.e., we build a persis-
tent dynamic 3D representation of the moving scene that

Figure 1. Persistent Dynamic Novel-View Synthesis and Track-
ing Results. Novel-view (unseen) renders of color images and
depth maps across 2 scenes. Each scene is parameterized by 200-
300k Dynamic 3D Gaussians which move over time. We render
(with occlusions) the 3D trajectories of 2.5% of these over the last
15 timesteps (0.5s).

is consistent with all the input observations (images from
different timesteps and cameras) and from which tracking
emerges as a product of correctly modelling the underlying
scene with physically plausible spatial consistency priors.
3D Gaussian Splatting [2] has recently emerged as a
promising approach to modelling 3D static scenes. It rep-
resents complex scenes as a combination of a large number
of coloured 3D Gaussians which are rendered into camera
views via splatting-based rasterization. The positions, sizes,
rotations, colours and opacities of these Gaussians can then
be adjusted via differentiable rendering and gradient-based
optimization such that they represent the 3D scene given by
a set of input images. In this paper we extend this approach
from modelling only static scenes to dynamic scenes.
Our key insight is that we restrict all attributes of the Gaus-
sians (such as their number, color, opacity, and size) to be
the same over time, but let their position and orientation
vary, while regularizing the motion with a local-rigidity
prior, which ensures that local neighborhoods of particles
move approximately rigidly between timesteps.
We perform experiments using synchronized multi-view
video (27 training cameras, 4 testing cameras) from the
CMU Panoptic Studio dataset [1]. Our approach achieves
28.7 PSNR on dynamic novel view rendering while render-
ing at 850 FPS. It is trained on 150 timesteps with 27 train-
ing cameras in each timestep in only 2 hours on a single
RTX 3090 GPU. Furthermore, our approach results in ac-



Figure 2. Relative Rotation Tracking. 1st panel: Left-facing
coloured vectors are attached to 3% of Gaussians in the first frame.
2nd and 3rd panels: These vectors move and rotate along with the
Gaussians they are attached to, showing that our approach cor-
rectly models 6-DOF motion.

curate metric 3D dense non-rigid long-term scene tracking
with an average L2 error of only 2.21cm in 3D over 150
timesteps, and having an average of 1.57 normalized-pixel
error on 2D tracking metrics, which is an order of magni-
tude (10x) better than previous state-of-the-art. Our method
is also able to track the rotation of every 3D point in space,
enabling full 6-DOF dense scene tracking. We show visual
results in Fig. 1, 2 and 3.
An remarkable feature of our approach is that tracking
arises exclusively from the process of rendering per-frame
images. No optical flow, pose skeletons, or any other form
of correspondence information is given as input. Due to its
persistent and naturally decomposable nature, Dynamic 3D
Gaussians are naturally amenable to a number of creative
scene editing techniques such as propagating edits over all
timesteps, adding or removing dynamic objects to a scene,
or having cameras follow scene elements, as seen in Fig 4.
Furthermore, the extremely fast rendering and training time
make them much easier to work with than previous ap-
proaches for dynamic reconstruction, and enable real-time
rendering applications.

2. Method
Overview. Given a set of images from different timesteps
and cameras, with each camera’s respective intrinsic (Kc)
and extrinsic (Et,c) matrices, our approach reconstructs the
dynamic 3D scene observed by these cameras in a tempo-
rally persistent manner via test-time optimization via gra-
dient descent through a differentiable renderer. The recon-
struction is performed temporally online, i.e., one timestep
of the scene is reconstructed at a time with each one being
initialized using the previous timestep’s representation. The
first timestep acts as an initialization for our scene where we
optimize all properties, and then fix all for the subsequent
timesteps except those defining the motion of the scene.
Dynamic 3D Gaussians. Our dynamic scene representa-
tion is parameterized by a set of Dynamic 3D Gaussians,
each of which has the following parameters:

Figure 3. Ground-truth Comparison. Comparing our result
(blue) to the ground-truth (red). Where ground-truth is noisy, our
result may be more accurate.

1) a 3D center for each timestep (xt, yt, zt).
2) a 3D rotation for each timestep parameterized by a

quaternion (qwt, qxt, qyt, qzt).
3) a 3D size in standard deviations (consistent over all

timesteps) (sx, sy, sz)
4) a color (consistent over all timesteps) (r, g, b)
5) an opacity logit (consistent over all timesteps) (o)
6) a background logit (consistent over timesteps) (bg)
This gives a total of 7t + 8 parameters for each Gaussian.
Scenes are represented by between 200-300k Gaussians,
with only 30-100k part of foreground.
Each Gaussian influences a point in physical 3D space (p)
according to the standard (unnormalized) Gaussian equa-
tion weighted by its opacity:

fi,t(p) = sigm(oi) exp

(
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is the center of each

Gaussian i at timestep t, and Σi,t = Ri,tSiS
T
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is the covariance matrix of Gaussian i at timestep
t, given by combining the scaling component Si =
diag

([
sxi syi szi

])
, and the rotation component Ri,t =

q2R
([
qwi,t qxi,t qyi,t qzi,t

])
, where q2R() is the for-

mula for constructing a rotation matrix from a quaternion.
sigm() is the standard sigmoid function. As well as physi-
cal density, each Gaussian contributes its own color (r, g, b)
to each of the 3D points it influences.
By fixing the size/opacity/color of the Gaussians across
time, each Gaussian should represent the same physical as-
pect of space, even as this space dynamically moves through
time. To represent this motion, each Gaussian has a center
location and rotation that can move with time, enabling full
dense non-rigid 6-DOF tracking of a whole scene. We vi-
sualize the trajectories of these Gaussians in Fig 1, and the
change in rotation over time in Fig 2.
Differentiable Rendering via Gaussian 3D Splatting. In
order to optimize the parameters of our Gaussians to repre-
sent the scene, we need to render the Gaussians into images
in a differentiable manner. In this work we use the differen-
tiable 3D Gaussian renderer from [2] and extend its use to
dynamic scenes. This works by splatting 3D Gaussians into
the image plane by approximating the projection of the in-



Exp # Description Additions View Synthesis 3D Tracking 2D Tracking
LRigid LRot LIso LBg Fix Prop PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ 3D MTE↓ 3D δ↑ 2D MTE↓ 2D δ↑

0 Ours - Full ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 29.48 0.92 0.15 1.90 77.2 1.54 80.4
1 No LRigid ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 28.51 0.91 0.17 4.32 55.2 3.80 58.7
2 No LBg ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 24.14 0.82 0.34 8.46 60.0 6.40 63.2
3 No Param Fixing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 27.14 0.89 0.22 30.7 57.7 19.15 58.8
4 No Forward Prop ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 28.48 0.91 0.16 6.32 54.87 5.4 57.7
5 3GS-O [2] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 28.19 0.90 0.15 32.81 13.6 23.86 17.1

Table 1. Ablation results on PanopticSports. See text for details on the dataset, metrics, tasks and methods.

tegral of the influence function f along the depth dimension
of the 3D Gaussian into a 2D Gaussian influence function
in pixel coordinates. This is incredibly fast an allows our
method to render at 850 FPS. See [2] for details.
Physically-Based Priors. In order to correctly model the
non-rigid physical motion of parts of the scene, we intro-
duce a local-rigidity loss Lrigid:

Lrigid
i,j = wi,j

∥∥(µj,t−1 − µi,t−1)−Ri,t−1R
−1
i,t (µj,t − µi,t)
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2

Lrigid =
1
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∑
i∈S

∑
j∈knni;k

Lrigid
i,j

This states that, for each Gaussian i, nearby Gaussians j
should move in a way that follows the rigid-body transform
of the coordinate system of i between timesteps.
Since we are performing online optimization, all of
µi,t−1, Ri,t−1, µj,t−1 are fixed, and we are optimizing
µi,t, Ri,t, µj,t to ensure that they match the values in t − 1
up to the rigid body transformation defined by the change in
Gaussian i’s own coordinate system. e.g. if i rotates, then j
needs to translate (in it’s own coordinate system) in a way
that in equivalent to rotating around the center of i. This loss
also applies the other way, forcing the rotation to match the
translation, such that we obtain accurate rotation (6-DOF)
tracking for every dense point in space, even though we only
optimize to match the rendered images, which isn’t possible
with a point-based representation.
We restrict the set of Gaussians j to be the k-nearest-
neighbours of i (k=20), and weight the loss by the a weight-
ing factor for the Gaussian pair:

wi,j = exp
(
−λw ∥µj,0 − µi,0∥22

)
which is an (unnormalized) isotropic Gaussian weighting
factor. We set λw to 2000, which gives a standard deviation
of ∼2.2cm, and calculate this with the distance between the
Gaussian centers in the first timestep and fix it over the rest
of the timesteps. This results in the rigidity loss only be-
ing enforced locally, while still allowing global non-rigid
reconstruction.
Optimization Details. Following [2], in the first timestep
we initialize the scene using a coarse point cloud from avail-
able depth sensors, and use the densification from [2] in or-
der to increase the density of Gaussians and achieve a high
quality reconstruction. For the rest of the frames the number
of Gaussians is fixed and the densification is turned off.

For each new timestep we initialize the estimated Gaussian
center positions and rotation quaternion parameters by us-
ing forward estimate based on a velocity estimated from
the current position minus the previous position, and do the
same for the rotation.
We also render a foreground/background mask and apply
a background segmentation loss LBg against a pseudo-
ground-truth background mask, which we can easily obtain
by differencing with an image from the dataset where no
foreground objects are presents.

3. Experiments
Dataset Preparation. We prepare a dataset which we call
PanopticSports. We take six sub-sequences from the
sports sequence of the Panoptic Studio dataset [1]. For each
sequence we obtain 150 frames at 30 FPS, from the set of
the HD cameras. There are 31 cameras, which we split into
27 training and 4 testing cameras (cam 0, 10, 15 and 30
are test). Cameras are temporally aligned and have accurate
intrinsics and extrinsics provided. Fig 1 shows an example.
We prepare ground-truth trajectories for 2D and 3D tracking
by taking the high-quality facial and hand key-point anno-
tations that are available for the scene [3]. For each person
in each scene (four scenes have one person, two have two),
we take one random face key-point and one random hand
key-point from each hand.
For 2D tracking, we use the camera-visibility labels to de-
termine if the first point in each 3D trajectory is visible in
each camera, and add these videos and projected points to
our 2D tracking evaluation. Each 3D point is visible in
around 18 cameras for a total of 371 2D ground-truth tracks.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate novel-view synthesis on
the hold-out 4 camera views across all 150 timesteps for
the 6 sequences. We use the standard PSNR, SSIM and
LPIPS metrics. For 2D long-term point tracking we use
the metrics from the recent point-odyssey benchmark [4]:
median trajectory error (MTE) and position accuracy (δ).
For 3D long-term point tracking there is no prior relevant
work, so we decide adapt the 2D metrics from [4] to the
3D domain, except in terms of centimeters in 3-dimensions
instead of normalized-pixels in 2D. E.g. MTE is reported
as error in cm and δ is calculated at 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16cm
thresholds.
Results and Ablations. In Table 1 we show results on our
PanopticSports dataset ablating the various different
components of our approach. We identify 4 key components



Figure 4. Creative applications enabled by Dynamic 3D Gaussians. Left: Dynamic objects can easily be removed from scenes,
duplicated and added together with other dynamic objects to new scenes. Center Left: Image edits can be lifted to 3D and then automatically
propagated across time. Center Right: Camera views can be attached to dynamic Gaussians that move as the scene moves, e.g. first-person
view (above) or juggling-ball’s view (below). Right: Objects can be scanned and added to dynamic scenes in a way that follow the scene.
E.g. the hat stays correctly on the person with the correct translation and rotation as he does a handstand.

of our approach which are above and beyond that of the
original 3D Gaussian splatting approach [2], as described
in Section 2. We evaluate the effect of removing each of
these components from our final method one-at-a-time as
well as the effect of removing them all at once, which is
then just the method from [2] run in an online mode over
different timesteps.

For view synthesis, the original 3GS-O already works ex-
tremely well, but by correctly modelling the motion of com-
ponents in the scene our full method is able to achieve a
boost of 1.3 PSNR. For tracking the original doesn’t ac-
curately track the scene at all, but ours performs very ac-
curately. In terms of key-components required for these
results, all of the rigidity loss, the background segmenta-
tion loss, the colour/opacity/size parameter fixing, and the
forward propagation for timestep initialization are key to
obtaining both good tracking results and improvement in
view-synthesis results.

Further Applications. Our Dynamic 3D Gaussian ap-
proach also leads itself nicely to being used for editing of
dynamic 3D scenes. Because Gaussians are independent,
subsets of them can easily be added or removed from scenes
to create all sort of interesting effects. E.g., creating realis-
tic renders by combining multiple different dynamic com-
ponents from different scenes and different backgrounds.
We can also very easily propagate edits over time. E.g., lo-
gos can be added to surfaces in a single frame, and the col-
ors of the Gaussians can be updated to reflect this change.
Such edits will automatically propagate to all other frames
of a video. Finally, because we are performing full 6-DOF
tracking we can take advantage of this for all sorts of visual
effects, for example we could put a camera at ‘first person
view’ by attaching it to any particular Gaussian and it will
follow where that Gaussian moves and rotates over time.
The same can be done for adding objects to the scene that
can move and rotate along with the Gaussians they are at-

tached to. We show examples of all of these creative appli-
cations in Fig 4.

4. Conclusion and Limitations
Limitations. While our method achieves excellent results
it is not without limitations. For example, by design our
method is only able to track parts of scenes that are visible
in the initial frame. It would completely fail to reconstruct
new objects entering the scene. Our method also requires
a multi-camera setup and does not work off-the-shelf on
monocular video. We believe that these limitations are the
seeds of exciting future research directions to build upon
and extend our Dynamic 3D Gaussian representation.
Conclusion. In this work, we have introduced a novel
method for dynamic 3D scene modeling, view synthesis,
and 6-DOF tracking that has relevant applications across
various domains, including entertainment, robotics, VR and
AR. Utilizing Gaussian elements to model dynamic scenes,
our approach uniquely captures movements and rotations,
consistent with physical properties. The implications of our
method extend beyond the immediate results, offering new
avenues for real-time rendering and creative scene editing.
Our approach, characterized by efficiency and accuracy,
sets a promising direction for future research and practical
applications in 3D modeling and tracking, underscoring the
potential for further innovation in these fields.
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